Mascot Unveiled at Banquet

As Sophomores Stand Defeated

Elizabeth Fielding, Head Of Mascot Committee, Reveals Clues Of Secret Fig.

by WINIFRED FRANK '38

The junior class was held in expectant silence on the roof of the Melchon Hotel last Saturday evening as Kay Walbridge, president of the Junior Class, rose. First she read the congratulatory telegram by the Senior Class, and one from Mr. Sanchez expressing his regrets she was unable to attend. Then she slowly opened the lengthy message from the Sophomores; with great positiveness it stated that the Junior Mascot was a central clock system. It was a good guess; but fortunately of the College will give the Juniors, it was incorrect. The members of the Sophomore committee, as well as their classmates, smiled beatifically at the realization that they had once again bested the Juniors.

At last Kay presented the mascot—a stone bench to be placed in the arborium, at the top of the steps leading down to the lake! She unveiled a minute flash-light on Kay Walbridge at the freshman who was unable to be present. "Lisa" mentioned the fact that they might be recognized by the quantity of gray hair they had developed during the past three weeks. Finally she satisfied her curiosity by a cross-examining and explaining what the clues had been:

1. (False) Fran Walker turned a flashlight on Kay Walbridge at the first basketball game.
2. (False) The president of a stained glass window in the book-shop.
3. (True) A notice in News requesting information concerning a bound volume of pamphlets—"Ghosts of the Inner Court, The King's Bench, and Wig and Wa.lcock." (Continued to Page 5, Column 2)

Miss Ballard Gives Recital Tomorrow

Miss Bay Ballard of the Music Department, was heard on an informal piano recital on Thursday evening, March 18, at seven p.m., in Windham living room. The program is as follows:

Siciliano
Bach
Magic-Fire Music: Wagner-Brassin
Nocturne, C-sharp minor Chopin
Polonaise No. 6 Chopin
Menestrels Debussy
Valse La Cathedrale engloutie

Mascot Tradition Has Origin From Joke Begun by Junior Class of 1919

By BARBARA L. FAWEET '37

Once more the great mystery of the Junior mascot is unveiled, and Miss Missie Rombach brought in with a replica of the college boathouse opening onto a basin of water. "To the surprise of everyone, she arose, placed a commodities cap on her head, and slid the craft into the depths, saying that this depicted the spirit of the class which was acquainted to delve into the midst of things.

The following Monday was selected by the Juniors to present their (Continued to Page 4, Column 1)

SCHOLARSHIP BLANKS

Application blanks for scholarships may be secured from the President's office. The blanks should be in by June 1, the awards being made as usual following Commencement.

Dr. Harold J. Laski Noted Lecturer, at Convocation Apr. 8

Dr. Harold J. Laski, professor of Political Science at the University of London, and noted lecturer, will speak at Convocation on Wednesday, April 8, at eight o'clock p.m. His subject will be "The Prospects of Democratic Government."

Hornell Hart Here For Return Visit; 3 Services Sunday

Dr. Hornell Hart, professor of English at Harvard Theological Seminary, returns on Sunday, March 21 for three meetings. He was so well received last fall that students asked that he be obtained for another day this spring. The first service will be held in the Faculty Room on the fourth floor of Faning at 11 a.m. for all speakers and friends, and others who are interested.

The afternoon meeting will be sponsored by the International Relations. Dr. Hart will talk a discussion following the address on the topic "Peace and International Relations." This will be at four o'clock in Jane Addams living room.

Due to illness, Professor William Lyon Phelps' lecture has been postponed until April.

Dr. Hart is well-known to college audiences, and was recently selected to be the visiting leader for the three-day conference at Smith College such as was held here in 1929 with C. Leslie Glenn of the University of Chicago.

President Dr. Park, Wheaton College President, Draws Many to Vespers

"There is no fun in life like that of exploiting yourself to the utmost," said Dr. J. Edgar Park, president of Wheaton College, as the Vesper service last Sunday evening. He particularly emphasized the fact that we must exact pressure on ourselves in order to become worth-while individuals.

"You can cut both yourself and your friends by bringing to the light the latent abilities you didn't realize you had. Over the entrance to a Spanish university there is the inscription, 'He whom God hath made a fool cannot be turned into a genius by the University of Salamanca.' But the individual can and must and should complain that very thing for himself."

"We must force ourselves to do those things which will make each of us a more of a person. Dr. Park continued, "and must have external force. Of course charm has its place in determining our position in the world; but we must draw on all our possibilities of originality, keenness, and interest in order to become truly vital beings."

External Force Needed

"Yet the satisfactory person is the one who really likes to do the things that are worth-while. Effort under"

Prom Committees Already Working

Plans for Junior Prom are moving forward rapidly according to an announcement made recently by Betty Butler, general chairman of the committee in charge this year. The affair will take place the weekend of May 7 and 8. Dancing Friday night, May 7, will be from 9:00 until 1:30 and all classes may attend. The Prom will be held on Saturday night, May 8, from 8:30 to 12:00 and is for juniors and seniors only.

The following committee is assisting Betty Butler in the preparations: Orchestras, Mary Mory; Waitresses, and Moore and Anne Crowell; Invitations, Jeanette Reth- enes; Programs and Tickets, Kath Campbell; Refreshments, Betty Wagner; Ticket Sales, Eugenia Dick.

Agents from the railroad station will be in Fanning 110 on Tuesday, March 23, from twelve o'clock until four, to deliver ticket orders to students.

Professor Meek of Columbia To Speak Friday Afternoon

New London Teachers Join With Education And Home Economics Departments Of College

Professor Lois Hayden Meek, of Teachers' College, Columbia University, is addressing a joint meeting of the students of the Education and Economics Departments of the Connecticut College, and the New London Elementary School District on Friday, March 19, 1937, at four o'clock in the college gymnasium.

Professor Meek is well-known as an author in the field of Pre-School and Primary Education. She is also Director of the Child Development Institute of Teachers' College, and has but exclusive emphasis on Individual Development and Guidance. For some years she has been the author of the New England Thoroughly

In Case of Selection Courses Advocated by President In Chapel

"What is your educational philosophy? why are you here?" asked President Blunt in her chapel talk this past week. The students were glad to see an editorial in the Connecticut College News this past week entitled "Who's College?" She concluded, "which is really a discussion of educational philosophy." It refers to articles by President Hutchins of the University of Chicago, and President Nettles of Smith College and the New York Times of last week.

Hutchins emphasizes the intellectual development first and almost wholly; Nettles advocates an all-encompassing intellect and the whole personality.

Most of you evidently agree with the administration of the college, "continued Miss Blunt, "or you would not have selected Connecticut. You believe, as we do, in the development of the whole personality with emphasis on intellectual growth.

Mr. Frank Reeder, National Board of Education, is also expected to attend the meeting and give an account of the recent experiment of Secondary Schools and Colleges, sponsored by the Progressive Education Association. The meeting should be of general interest.

(Continued to Page 3, Column 5)
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Reflections

We are who we are by the decision we make, not by the circumstances we face. We must always try to do our best, even when it seems hopeless or difficult. If we work together, we can achieve great things.

Praises Sung for Outgoing Editor of College News

While we're throwing orchids about, the best place for them to be hand this week is in Lucille Barrera, our outgoing Editor-in-Chief. Lucy is our own little cabin, and she has done a marvelous job in building the News. Her work has gone far beyond our expectations, but one must overlook that. Lucy undertook to improve the News from the beginning of her editorial faculty, and her efforts have brought forth untold results and most campus interest in the college paper.

Final Basketball Game Sees Beloved Seniors Parading

by Clarissa Weeks '40

From the appearance of our augural senior class on the oncoming evening of Tuesday, March 9, it is not at all shocking that they will have to keep right on looking for "a loving man." The dignified Seniors formed out so "masculine" for, perhaps, the most auspicious occasion in college history. In order to display their prowess in matters of originality (and there is no doubt but what they are incomparable) the program began with a grand march, as in the old days of the Cotillion. The "Blazers on Park Avenue" took the lead, he, in top hat, tails (shirt-tails), a Decoration beauty and red roses, garter, nose, and boobe; She, in trim skirt (or were we seeing double?), lights, and red spikes (completely with gum for $.90.).

There was a house as in the old days from the floor to the ceiling, or Mopsy and Flopsy, with trap- pings of gold and purple ... regal in all but setting. The street clean, an humble personage, followed close behind, midst mops, frizzed hair, and spangles. To be entered in the annals of the class of 1937, for the next observation. One learned Seniors raped a husband! Although a farmer from outward semblance, we say he had a good face, and without doubt, captured the most beautiful lady in all the land. (Oh, fortunate man, to bestow matrimony on a C. C. senior.)

Taraan and his mate, a charming couple, paraded in spiritual splendor, or plus sheepkins. Peter and Cot- tonal ... or Mopsy and Flippy staged much battle about the family situation. "Diamond Lil," dark glasses (the glitter was too much for the eye) and Farmer Brown's boy looked right elegant settling along side other. The exhibition of basketball at intermission was indeed an insight into the technique employed by those well versed in the game. Some members of the squad were in such a hurry to get this done, that they neglected to attire themselves as be- fity the mighty Seniors. One in cap, gloves, specks, and undershirt (full

Calendar Starting March 17

Wednesday, March 17

Art Club Meeting

Jane Addams, 6:40

German Folk Songs

206, Fenning, 7:00

Thursday, March 18

French Club, The French Players of Connecti-

Jane Addams, 6:40

International Relations Club, Dr. Hornell Hart,

Connie McNamee, 7:40

Friday, March 19

Education Club Meeting, Speaker, Lois Hayden

7:00

Saturday, March 20

Informal Basketball

Gym, 1:30-3:30

Sunday, March 21

Quaker Service ... Faculty Room, Eighteenth.thy;.

International Educational Club, Dr. Horsley Hart, Speaker, and Discussion on "Peace and International Peace"

Jane Addams, 6:40

Vespers, Hornell Hart, Gym, 7:00

Monday, March 22

Senior Class Meeting

Jane Addams, 1:00

French Club, The French Players of Connecti-

Knowlton, 4:00

Tuesday, March 23

A. A. Coffee

Thames, 4:45

Gym House, Dance and Rhythm Classes

Knowlton, 6:30

Wednesday, March 24

Moonlight Sing

1:30

Wednesday, March 24

Gym, 7:00

Thursday, March 25

Springhouse Begins

11:00 a.m.

Monday, April 5

Spring Sports Begins

10:00 p.m.

Tuesday, April 6

Student Government Meeting

Gym, 7:00

The Goon and Her Style

(Continued from Column 1)

The Editors of the News do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions expressed in this column. In order to insure the validity of this column as an organ of the expression of honest opinion, the editor must know the names of contributors.

Dear Editor:

I think that most of us were more than gratified to note the attendance at Vespers last Sunday night. Dr. Park is an excellent speaker, and really representative of the people he is talking to. The presence of those by our advantageous position between New York and Boston and by the efforts of our ever-active religious society. After enjoying this Vespers, I hope the students will know a good thing when it's presented to them and try turning out more regularly.

Thank you for letting me point out the possibilities offered at our Sunday evening services.

Questionnaire And Air

Baron and Maxwell, Inc., '38

Brain-Twister—Mr. P. Q. Whittington-Smithley finds himself in the middle of a large room, the floor is so highly polished that he cannot walk out of the room. There is not a piece of furniture in the room and no means of getting out. The only escape is in a quandary but he finally succeeds and conquers the problem. What would you do in a similar situation?

Answers (on Page 8)

6. What Scotch comedian was knighted by King George V?

7. What federal body has the sole power to try impeachments?

8. What was the largest single military fortification of ancient times?

9. Who said: "If Winter comes, can Spring be Far Behind?"

10. What products are advertised by the slogan: "Made in the bakery of a thousand windows?"

(Continued from Column 1)
Changes in Chapel Discussed in House of Representatives

At the meeting of the House of Representatives on March 2nd, the students considered the resignation of their respective houses, reports on the student attitude toward changing church activities, and the presentation of the chapel program.

The suggestions most often repeated in these reports of each House President were:

1—A wider variety of speakers, and more publicity concerning them. (Possibly a list of the speakers for the coming week could be posted on the main bulletin board in Fanning and published in News.)

2—More familiar hymns to be sung.

3—Other suggestions were:

Rotation of speakers, so that students might hear a greater number of speakers.

More student assemblies—possibly house chapel, discussion of the Ten Commandments of the Religious Council, from the installation of the tag system, with cats, etc.

Suggestion that chapel services be more intelligent about the religiously uneducated—but that hymns not be sung, nor the prayer recited, when the latter is true.

Alumnae Return to Open New Fields to Zoology Majors

Members of the zoology department were instrumental in bringing back much-needed energy into the department. One day, two former members of the department—Alumnae J. F. Kaplan, a former member of the Student Senate, and Miss Eliza Langham—visited the department.

Miss Taylor is associated with the Long Island Natural History Society. As she told her experiences with the electronmicrograph and other scientific methods, it seemed to her that they were in a class by themselves. They were unable to attract new students to the department.

Miss Langham has followed the zoology major in an entirely different direction from that of Miss Taylor. She is in charge of the exhibits presented at the Museum of Natural History in Springsfield, Connecticut.

Springfield Mosque opens new fields to college graduates. The mosque is open to students for the opportunity to meet and talk with them.

Dr. Park, Wheaton President, Owns Many to Vespers

(Continued from Page 1, Column 4) Dr. Park owns many to Vespers, but the only one that brings us to that stage," he explained. "Then you become one of the members of the Vespers family."

People have a tendency to introduce religion into the stream of events, and it is possible for us to become instruments of a higher power. Build up within ourselves a new and interesting situation to cope with. If you are going to own it, then you will own the arch, and you will find that religion backs you up and supplies the unlimited force.

In conclusion Dr. Park said, "Religion is not easy—it is very difficult. We would all like to own the arch, but we cannot attain it. Religion is the inspiration, the great artist's experiences after they have utilized their own abilities to the utmost!"

Vinal Cottage Gets Thrill Via Package from Florida

Sometimes the people who live in Vinal Cottage put their well-situated lodgings, but at other times they are not sure if they will or not they would prefer that to some other place. For example, this week they were rejoicing over a package which arrived "Special Delivery" from Florida. It was marked, "Perishable," too, so they all began to think of their family dinners in for the following week.

But when Margery Gurr arrived to open her package, the dismay was almost instantaneous. There was no sign of food—it was merely a small, very much alive alligator! Weiler said, "It was a package sent by some pet owner, who had packed it in a box of cold water and put it in the bag of food."

"What would it eat in the line of food?" they asked. "What would it have a bit of distortion?"

"It would have a chance to run around for that daily exercise it needs! Worse than that, who is going to recapitulate it?"

"These and many more were the problems facing the Vinal crew un/work go at work and who can make them that the real place for it would be up in the lab, as company that the time the message was received, this addition would be put in the soup or sauce box at Vinal. The job of recaparating was designated to Dr. Park and his assistant. The new wash-tub, Margery acquired, and after much persuasion from all, the alligator was placed in the wash- tub without any casualties.

There is only one thing about alligators—you can't look a gift one in the mouth. Indeedly, whatever it is, you can't look at the "Darling" when she was trying to scoop it up. Maybe that's it.
Ticket Prices for Robert Frost Are Limited

The speaker at the Convocation lecture on Tuesday, April 20, will be Robert Frost, who will read from his own poems. As a large attendance is anticipated, pre-admission will be by ticket only, to prevent overcrowding of the Gymnasium, and to allow seats for those who come. The number of tickets will be limited to the number of available seats. Students will be given first chance to apply for these tickets. Watch News and the bulletin boards for the more concerning the method for securing a seat, if you wish to come.

Yale Joins C.C. In Basketball Game

Yes, it's true that Yale was here three days ago on Saturday afternoon. The college was not tearing down the gym to put the new dorm in there, it was only Yale and Connecticut battling for supremacy on the basketball court. The game was quite an attraction, for the fair sex were there to witness what is normally a man's game. Everyone had a hard time following the ball for most eyes were upon the front men. But the unique uniform of the sailors were clad in. Believe it or not, they were genuine Doctor Dantes! And what's more these little items of clothing must have been dyed a deep purple about three years ago and left to the sun ever since, so that the resulting in a tender shade of pink! There were no girls, and everyone consisted of everything from snorkers to shiny new rubbers.

The game itself was very exciting, being 12 to 8 for Yale at the half, and finally ending at 22 to 11 with Eli on the large end of the score. The ingeniously clothed opponents were none other than "Don Mets," "Lou Armstrong," "Jimmie Herrin," "Chuck" Kidd, and "Stew" Ferris. The Connecticut basket was defended by "Scoopic" Kirkman, "Cort," Corrigan, Peggy Neufeld, Barbara Hawley, "Dar" McGhee, Doris Hart, Helen Maxwell, Dorothy Gieg, Clarinda Burr, Martha Copeland, and Alice Wilson. One of the highlights of the encounter was the boys playing "keep away," but this was soon broken up. The only women present who have sprung up a strong tradition, which has aided spiritedly and materially the progress of the school.

Connecticut State Holds Science Conference

The annual Intercollegiate Science conference will be held at Wesleyan, Middletown, Conn., with Connecticut State students acting as hosts, on March 18 and 19th. Each of our science department is planning to send delegates, who are preparing projects for demonstration.

Home Office

Luncheon 3:30
Delivery up to 12:00 Phone 2-3300

The Beauty Box

Rose Ringer
Dorothy Shen
42 Meridian Street Telephone 7360
"Beauty is an Asset"

Mallory

of Distinction
Phoenix Hoehey
2 blocks east of Grand Central
ENNIS SHOP
230 State St.

Hotel Tudor

2 blocks east of Grand Central
Murray Hill 4-5900

Railway Express Agency, Inc.

NATIONAL WIDE RAIL AIR SERVICE

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)

The Mohican Hotel

New London, Conn.
260 Rooms and Baths

La Cote Restaurant famed for Excellent Cuisine

Lobster Dinner $1.50
Cocktail Lounge and Tap Room
Parking Place

NOTICE

Try-outs for the New England Intercollegiate Poetry Reading will be held on Fri-
day, March 19, at 3 p.m. in Room 308 Fanning. Please bring a short poem of your own choice. You will be asked to read Shakespeare's sonnet No. 29.

Care In Selection of Courses Advocated by President in Chapel

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
There will be a Coffee given by A. A. for all members of squads on March 23 in Thames Hall. The varsity members and teams will be announced at this time. Those who plan to attend are asked to check their names on the A. A. Bulletin Board in Faulkner.

On Tuesday, March 23, at four o'clock in Knowlton, the Modern Dance sections and the Rhythmics Squad will hold open house in Knowlton Saloon. It will consist of a demonstration of the work done in the two groups’ classes throughout the Winter season. There will also be an exhibition of pictures and articles concerned with Modern Dance. All those who are interested are cordially invited to attend this informal gathering.

The games held last Tuesday, March 9, in the gym came out with the following results: the Seniors won their game with the Juniors by a score of 28-18, and were also awarded merit for skill. In the game between the Freshmen-Sophomore second teams, the Freshmen won, 81-28, but there was a tie as to the skill of the two opponents.

The line-ups for the games follow:

**St. John’s Fresh. 1st team**
McGhee, D. f Morehouse, B. f
Aymar, M. f Nelson, M. f
Dreil, V. g Anderson, B. f
Crajsman, B. g McCurry, M. f
Campbell, E. g... Campbell, B. f

**Soph. 2nd team**
Frosh. 2nd team
Frosh. 2nd team
Frosh. 2nd team
Frosh. 2nd team
Frosh. 2nd team
Frosh. 2nd team
Frosh. 2nd team
Frosh. 2nd team

**Final Basketball Game Sees Beloved Seniors Parading**

(Continued from Page 2, Column 3)

Slogans and Announcements

**Stop To Eat... at the OLYMPIA TEA ROOM and ANNEX State Street**

**MARY BETTENCOURT**
First Chair
Dressmaking and Tailoring
Blanching of Knit Suits
Telephone 8442 85 State Street

Connecticut Joins With Many Schools In Model League

(Continued from Page 2, Column 3)

Labor Office, the final assembly session was devoted to the majority and minority reports of committees and general debates over their drafted resolutions. All but two of the resolutions were carried unanimously—but only because a large number of the delegates chose to refrain from voting.

A critique of the tenth Model League was given by Mr. Irwin Tobin, legal adviser of the Model League of Nations for two years. Criticizing the work of the delegates, Mr. Tobin pointed out that a thorough knowledge of the provisions of the covenant itself was necessary for intelligent participation in and a better understanding of the basic groundwork of the league.

In conclusion, Mr. Tobin said: "In a period of eclipse such as the league is passing through today, the informal discussions and the regular attendance at the Model League is heartening. The realistic statement of various countries’ positions by the respective delegations, who specialized in the technical aspects of the league, shows that you have a workable understanding of the basic workings of the league in social, economic, and intellectual fields."

Ruby Keeler says:

"Luckies are a light smoke that treat a tender throat right"

"In a way, it’s easier to keep in condition as a dancer than as a singer. Exercise can keep the muscles in shape, but there are a lot of things that can go wrong with the voice and throat. It stands to reason, then, that any actress wants a cigarette that is gentle and strikes the right note with her throat. I started smoking Luckies 4 years ago. They’re a light smoke that treat a tender throat right."

Ruby Keeler

LOVELY WARNER BROS. STAR NOW APPEARING IN "READY, WILLING AND ABLE"

**A Light Smoke**

"It’s Toasted"—Your Throat Protection

AGAINST IRRITATION—AGAINST COUGH

Copyright 1937, The American Tobacco Company
Bon Voyage by HELEN MAXWELL ‘38

Have you been wondering why certain people have been monopolizing package trade from certain stores? Well, so have we; on the strength of our determination to find out why, we uncovered the following fact.

It seems that Connecticut College girls believe in the saying that travel broadens one's mind and are determined to leave the fair shores of these United States and see the world. Or perhaps they’re trying to “get away from it all.” But anyway, Spring vacation will find many of them on foreign soil.

Bermuda seems to be the favorite spot with the large majority of pleasure-seekers. The Monarch of Bermuda, leaving New York Saturday the twenty-seventh, will have on board such personages as Katherine Andrus ’38, Frances Blatch ’38, Elna Brown ”37, Harriet Brown ’37, Betty Butler ’38, Louise Carrejo ’39, Betty Corrigan ’37, Marge Coulter ’37, Barbara Curtis ’38, Rose mary Doyle ’30, Evelyn Falter ’38, Evelyn Gilbert ’39, Lenore Gilson ’39, Vivian Graham ’39, Theodora Holbrook ’37, Jean Hutchinson ’38, Carolyn Kenyon ’39, Alice Lippincott ’37, Blanche Mapes ’37, Helen Maxwell ’38, Beth McIlraith ’38, Ruth McIlraith ’39, Margery Weil ’39, and ordinary sensation of alarm among girls. 

More than 200 foreign students are enrolled at Harvard University this year.

ST. PATRICK

Scotland, England, France and Wales all claim to be the natal soil of St. Patrick. As his name implies, he was of a patrician family. He was born about the year 372. At 16 he was carried off by pirates who sold him into slavery in Ireland and the young woodsman by hard work became priest in the county of Atrim. From there he escaped to the continent, was ordained a bishop, and then returned to Ireland to teach the gospel. His greatest enemies were the Druids and although of benevolent disposition, he was forced to chase the fertility gods, so that they dried to bogs, the rivers, so that they had no fish, and the cows, so the earth swallowed them up.

The greatest of St. Patrick’s miracles was that of driving the venomous reptiles out of Ireland, and wondering the Irish soil forever after so ominous to the serpent race, that they instantaneously died on touching it. He accomplished the feat by beating a drum which he struck so hard that he knocked a hole in it. But an angel came and mended it for him and every thing was just fine after that.

One Irish gentleman, Mr. James Cleeland, curious to find out if the legend were true, some harmless snakes loose in Ireland. When one was found and killed the Druids caused an extra-ordinary sensation of alarm among the country people. One far-seeking German professor, in which he cited this unfortunate snake as a token of the immediate commencing of millennium, while another saw it in a type of the approach of the chelone-mothus.

The reasons for the appearance of the shamrock in connection with St. Patrick are varied. It is pointed out by Pilny in his Natural History that serpents are never seen upon a field. It is therefore revealed that St. Patrick should have chosen this leaf as a symbol of the Holy Trinity.

There is a tale that Patrick chained the serpent at Loch Diven and told him to remain there till Monday. The serpent calls out every Monday morning in Irish, “It’s a long Monday, Patrick.”

Recent revelations show that a dozen University of Alabama students became six sets of men and wife during the Christmas vacation.

—Trinity Telegram

Pembroke’s favorite orchestra is Benny Goodman’s, and its first choice on the radio is Jack Benny’s program.

THE ANHEUSER BUSH COLLEGE GLEE CLUB

In Italy kissing in public is legal only at railroad stations.

—Princeton College CooK

Coach: “What’s his name?”
Manager: “Answoinsokewsky.”
Coach: “Put him on the first team, I never did like the newspaper in this school.”

—The Alabaman

The lady who’s known as “Flu.”
—The Carolinian

FRESH FLOWERS DAILY

Our Corsages Speak for Themselves

FELLMAN & CLARK

Tel. 2588 Crocker House Block

Railway Express Eases Many Baggage Worries

New York, N.Y.—“Getting away from college, reaching home, and seeing to the safe transportation of baggage containing precious mementos of college days are the chief concerns of the thousands of college men and women who are now leaving for Easter vacations”, S. R. Graham, vice president of the Railway Express Agency, said today.

“Students take care of themselves, but the Agency has been increasingly active each year, in taking over the job of calling for trunks and seeing to it that they are speedily dispatched to their destination. The feature of pick-up and delivery appeals to the young men and women who wish to dash from dormitories to trains, without having to worry about their baggage”, Mr. Graham said.

In working for his education, Henry George Dihlmann, a Massa- chusetts State College student, has been a bell-boy, a truck driver, butcher, farmand postoffice helper. Now he has been elected selector of Scholastics and is continuing his schooling.

ST. PATRIK

Bon Voyage Scotland, England, France and Wales all claim to be the natal soil of St. Patrick. As his name implies, he was of a patrician family. He was born about the year 372. At 16 he was carried off by pirates who sold him into slavery in Ireland and the young woodsman by hard work became priest in the county of Atrim. From there he escaped to the continent, was ordained a bishop, and then returned to Ireland to teach the gospel. His greatest enemies were the Druids and although of benevolent disposition, he was forced to chase the fertility gods, so that they dried to bogs, the rivers, so that they had no fish, and the cows, so the earth swallowed them up.

The greatest of St. Patrick’s miracles was that of driving the venomous reptiles out of Ireland, and wondering the Irish soil forever after so ominous to the serpent race, that they instantaneously died on touching it. He accomplished the feat by beating a drum which he struck so hard that he knocked a hole in it. But an angel came and mended it for him and every thing was just fine after that.

One Irish gentleman, Mr. James Cleeland, curious to find out if the legend were true, some harmless snakes loose in Ireland. When one was found and killed the Druids caused an extra-ordinary sensation of alarm among the country people. One far-seeking German professor, in which he cited this unfortunate snake as a token of the immediate commencing of millennium, while another saw it in a type of the approach of the chelone-mothus.

The reasons for the appearance of the shamrock in connection with St. Patrick are varied. It is pointed out by Pilny in his Natural History that serpents are never seen upon a field. It is therefore revealed that St. Patrick should have chosen this leaf as a symbol of the Holy Trinity.

There is a tale that Patrick chained the serpent at Loch Diven and told him to remain there till Monday. The serpent calls out every Monday morning in Irish, “It’s a long Monday, Patrick.”

Recent revelations show that a dozen University of Alabama students became six sets of men and wife during the Christmas vacation.

—Trinity Telegram

Pembroke’s favorite orchestra is Benny Goodman’s, and its first choice on the radio is Jack Benny’s program.

THE ANHEUSER BUSH COLLEGE GLEE CLUB

In Italy kissing in public is legal only at railroad stations.

—Princeton College CooK

Coach: “What’s his name?”
Manager: “Answoinsokewsky.”
Coach: “Put him on the first team, I never did like the newspaper in this school.”

—The Alabaman

The lady who’s known as “Flu.”
—The Carolinian

FRESH FLOWERS DAILY

Our Corsages Speak for Themselves

FELLMAN & CLARK

Tel. 2588 Crocker House Block

Railway Express Eases Many Baggage Worries

New York, N.Y.—“Getting away from college, reaching home, and seeing to the safe transportation of baggage containing precious mementos of college days are the chief concerns of the thousands of college men and women who are now leaving for Easter vacations”, S. R. Graham, vice president of the Railway Express Agency, said today.

“Students take care of themselves, but the Agency has been increasingly active each year, in taking over the job of calling for trunks and seeing to it that they are speedily dispatched to their destination. The feature of pick-up and delivery appeals to the young men and women who wish to dash from dormitories to trains, without having to worry about their baggage”, Mr. Graham said.

In working for his education, Henry George Dihlmann, a Massa- chusetts State College student, has been a bell-boy, a truck driver, butcher, farmand postoffice helper. Now he has been elected selector of Scholastics and is continuing his schooling.
Telegraphic Swim
Meet Held Last Monday Night
A combined telegraphic and on-campus, off-campus competitive swimming meet was held Monday evening, March 15, at the Coast Guard Academy pool. The winners of the 60 yard free style telegraph races were Mary Reinhart ’40, 24.2 seconds, Patricia Hubbard ’39, 26.9 seconds, and Barbara Wynn ’40, 28.2 seconds. Winners of the off-campus, off-campus 100 yard crawl were Beatrice Bode ’39 and Patricia Hubbard ’39, on-campus students. The diving competition was won by the on-campus team. Members of the winning team were Barbara Curtis ’39 and Barbara Wynn ’40; members of the off-campus team were Mary Fisher ’40 and Isabel Scott ’40. The last event was a novelty race in which the contestants were made to swim across the pool and back with lighted candles. The winners were Marilyn Muxted ’40 and Augusta Straus ’38.

On Friday evening, March 19, further telegraphic races will be held.

The Cambridge Modern History — 13 Vols. — $17.50
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE BOOKSHOP

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

"Twas the night of the Junior banquet... Among the smartly dressed girls and their guests were: President's guests, many sophisticated Juniors. Her gold metallic flecked black velvet gown was very becoming. A gold and velvet flower trimmed the low neck, softly draped sleeves covered her shoulders, and a corsage of two orchids was pinned on her left shoulder.

Kay Wallbridge dressed in bright green taffeta. The decolleté neck-line in front and in back was square; a stiff, flared, swing skirt went into action as she walked. Around her neck was a string of pearls; on each shoulder was a gardenia corsage; in her hand she clutched the gavel.

Junior committee, in printed tafta and chiffon. Varied colored bouquets of flowers were scattered on a white background. The taffeta jacket had puffed sleeves, trim revers, and a small, gathered, stand-up collar in back. The skirt was chiffon flax and flowing over a white slip. For accessories she wore rhinestone jewelry and a shoulder corsage.

Miss Burdick, wearing bright green taffeta. The decolleté neck-line in front and fell to the waist; and a full skirt down to the waist; and a full skirt. Varied colored bouquets of flowers were scattered on a white background. The taffeta jacket had puffed sleeves, trim revers, and a small, gathered, stand-up collar in back. The skirt was chiffon flax and flowing over a white slip. For accessories she wore rhinestone jewelry and a shoulder corsage.

Imagard Rein, the German exchange student, looking very smart in changeable black and dark green taffeta. Strips of material were so placed that the dress with its full skirt and tiny sleeves had the appearance of plain material stitched into a diagonal stripe. A really antique silver chain and locket was her only piece of jewelry.

Betty Vandenbosch’s "smooth" henna colored crepe. Over the tailored dress, she wore a short sleeved bolero jacket. It was trim-med by a Dalmanese embroidery of gold thread. And a tiara of gold flowers "topped" her curls.

Betsy Vanderkilt in a black velvet dinner dress. A pointed, turnover collar and short sleeves of white braided lace; a rhinestone clip at the neck; buttons from a slip back down to the waist; and a full skirt made the dress. She wore two cor-sages, a shoulder one of gardenias and violets, and one of pansies in her hair! Her newly acquired tan was accentuated by the black dress and an Indian bracelet of silver and turquoise.

Inspired by P. G. Wodehouse, students at Naazarah College have organized a Goon Club, which has adopted this slogan: "A pun a day keeps your enemies away!

To learn the "kicks" of students and attempt to eliminate their causes is the aim of the student senate at Purdue University. It has placed a "goose-beak" in the union building to collect written complaints.

GOING PLACES
The college graduate with vocational training finds open doors to desirable positions.... many more openings to students who are taking advantage of Katherine Gibbs School. Stories of our graduates, sorting as assistants to busy executives, have moved through other open doors to desks of their own.

A Auti College Courses necessary to send you "Punish", a booklet stating of the college graduate's advantages of certain Katherine Gibbs Schools.

B Special Course for College Women opens in New York and Boston, September 15.

NEW YORK SCHOOL ONLY— By request.

151 West 36th Street, New York City.

KATHARINE GIBBS HIGH SCHOOL

SPRING SPORTS
GOLF

Do You Want to Add—
Distance to your drives?
Accuracy to your iron shots?
Steadi ness to your putting?

Then come in and let us help you select clubs to make it possible.

Prices $1.95 to $10.00 each
Sets of Five $9.95 up

TENNIS
A tennis racket should balance in your hand without drag or wrist strain. Ours do balance.

Prices $1.95 to $16.50

Alling Rubber Co.
238 STATE STREET NEW LONDON
Correct Answers

Last week's brain-twister—The book worm would travel one-half inch.

1—Soapie Kirkman '37: "A. A. Milne. Why do you have to know all this?"
Correct: Alan Alexander Milne (1882—)

2—Kay Caldwell '38: "Some place in Africa—that's all I know! Early morning, I can't think!"
Correct: Amsterdam.

3—Peg Grierson '38 "Oh! Wait a minute now—Sun sets in the West, rises in the East (with gesture) . . . We must go toward the light . . . from West to East. That right?"
Correct: From West to East.

4—Buddy Smart '38: "I don't know, I really don't know."
Correct: The Ozark Mountains—a range in Missouri, Arkansas, and Oklahoma.

5—Gretchen Kemmer '37: "Spanish isn't it? What is it if it isn't Spanish . . . tell me?"
Correct: Portugese.

6—Betty Adams '37: "Laundry? It was just a guess."
Correct: Sir Harry Lauder.

7—Peggy Young '38: "To try impeachment! Supreme Court! . . . I don't know, better ask someone else—it's all right for those who know the answers."
Correct: The Senate.

8—Danny Sandt '38: "Wall of China, is it? But Betty Adams told me. I was trying to think of something in the Bible."
Correct: The Great Wall of China.

9—Betty McMahon '39: "I don't know—can't even guess. I'll kick you if you print this! Is it by the same person who said 'If Autumn is coming Winter can't be far behind'?"
Correct: Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), in "Ode to the West Wind."

10—Maura Sullivan '39: "Oh—I don't dare say anything yet! I don't know, except it might be doughnuts! . . . I didn't say all that did it 17?"
Correct: Sunshine Biscuits.

A course in amateur telescope-making, the first of its kind in the country, is being offered by the division of general education at New York University.

Committee is Chosen For Freshman Pageant

The class of 1940 recently chose the following committee to write the annual Freshman pageant which will be presented in the outdoor theatre on Saturday afternoon, May 18: Irene Kellen, chairman; Marion Hyde, Mary Lamprecht, Hazel Rowley, and Joanna Bein.

The committee welcomes any suggestions from members of the class.

New London Players Give Play March 30

The New London Players take pleasure in announcing the presentation of Romney Brent's The Mad Hope, a comedy in three acts, at Bulkeley Auditorium, on Tuesday, March 30, at eight-thirty o'clock.

Any students or faculty members who will be in New London during the Spring Vacation holidays are cordially invited to attend. The New London League of Women Voters is sponsoring the evening's entertainment and will use the benefit for education of groups with whom they are working.

Lehigh University chemistry students break more than 14,000 test tubes every year.

This Collegiate World

By Associated Collegiate Press

What University of Texas students thought was going to be a "pipe" examination turned out to be a viciously circling boomerang.

"Fellows", announced the instructor, "I'm just as tired of these darn exams as you are so I've decided to give you an easy one today. Just one question, in fact."

Everybody in the class did a series of simple mathematical calculations and arrived at the sum of 100 for the answer.

"Just a minute", said the instructor, "I forgot something. Recall the number of times you were absent from this class, multiply that by two and subtract it from the answer on the problem."

The "A" grades that students had envisioned slid down the alphabetical scale and even a few "F's" spoiled the instructor's record book.

The University of Minnesota's "barefoot girl", Ingrid Larson, had to take off her shoes again. Having to forge a lifelong habit of "bare-footing it", acquired while living in Hawaii, she wore shoes until recently when an ulcer, caused by leather-rubbing, developed on her foot.

"Pay according to service to society", is the war-cry of the St. Petersburg Independent.

"The Dean of the University of Florida gets $841.07 a month; the official who checks beer and whiskey sales for the state gets $400.

"Florida's governor is paid $625 a month; the state's racing superintendent is paid $780.

"A professor of science, who is a Ph.D., has a salary of $183.33; a stamp clerk at the beer and whiskey department, who is not a Ph.D., receives $800.

The race track veterinarian gets $650 a month during the racing season; the president of the University of Florida gets $600, having made the mistake of not becoming a horse doctor."

Love and music combine to help coed tennis students at Westminster College develop rhythm. Miss Nand- den Love, director of the course, explains that walks music is the best accompaniment for service strokes.

The junior girl at Miami University who fell into a deep stupor every time she attended one of her lectures finally found that the reflection of four lights on the professor's glasses was hypnotizing her.

Copyright 1937, Loebert & Myers Tobacco Co.

... full measure of everything you want in a cigarette.

At every stage ... from tobacco farm to shipping room ... Chesterfield's job is to give you the refreshing mildness and delightful flavor that makes smoking a great pleasure.

Experienced buyers see that Chesterfield tobaccos are MILD and RIPE ... careful manufacturers see that they are blended to the exact Chesterfield formula.

And they see that the cigarettes are made right...round, firm, just right to smoke.

... for the full measure of the good things you want in a cigarette we invite you to enjoy Chesterfields.